Loepfe highlighted
Weft-Master TC-1S

Hot wire cutters are the standard
tools in weaving processes, when it
comes to cutting of woven synthetic
fabrics. One of the world‘s most applied
fabric cutter systems is the Weft-Master
TC-1S from Loepfe.
A hot wire cutter in combination with
a matching control unit, melts the fabric
and produces a precise cut or a perfect
selvedge.
The method prevents the cut edges
from fraying. Controlling the temperature
of the cutting wire is crucial, it must be
heated to reach the correct melting point
to separate the fabric precisely without
burning it.
Loepfe offers the new digital thermal
cutting control unit WeftMaster CUT-iT

to ensure constant high-quality
selvedges. The digital control unit has
various innovative features, which ensure
top quality output in the weaving mill.
Because of the intelligent control, the
cutting temperature remains constant
during operation. One control unit can
operate up to four hot wire cutters at
highest power.
The boost mode ensures to reach the
temperature needed in a minimum of
time during fast machine start-ups. At
machine stops, the control unit reduces
the temperature immediately to stand-by.
Thanks to the exact temperature control,
the WeftMaster CUT-iT is a perfect match
for cutting sensitive and finest fabrics,
which are used in filter materials or
medical products.

This new functionality allows
operating over 100 cutters in parallel. A
typical application is the production of
ribbons out of woven fabrics. The new
thermal cutting control unit operates with
24 V DC. The power comes from the
weaving machine or an industry standard
power supply is used.
Loepfe´s WeftMaster CUT-iT is the
ideal fabric cutter system for thermal
cutting from thin and light to dense and
heavy synthetic fabrics. All applications
with a high quality demand benefit from
the innovative solution. Typical
applications include carpet backings,
airbags, geotextiles, and labels for
clothing.
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